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Abstract: Included among the basic objectives of Physical Education (PE) classes is the consolidation
of habits of a healthy lifestyle among adolescents. However, the main studies in this field have
focused on cognitive aspects related to students during these classes, yet they ignore the role that
emotions can play in the adoption of future habits. Objectives: To analyze how emotions (emotional
intelligence and emotional state) can influence the resilience and motivation of adolescents, as well as
academic performance and adoption of healthy lifestyle habits. Methodology: 615 secondary school
students between the ages of 14 and 19 participated (M = 16.02; SD = 1.57) in the study. A structural
equations model was developed using the main variables and by applying some of the principles
of Self-Determination Theory. The results show that emotional intelligence is positively related to
positive emotions and negatively related to negative emotions. Positive emotions positively predict
both self-motivation towards physical education classes and resilience. Resilience positively predicts
self-motivation. Finally, self-motivation acts as a predictor of both academic performance and regular
participation in physical activity. Conclusions: This study successfully shows the importance of
focusing on emotions in PE classes inasmuch as emotion increases the tendency to get good grades
and maintain active lifestyle habits. In this sense, focusing on the emotions of students in PE could
prove quite beneficial.

Keywords: emotional intelligence; resilience; emotions; motivation; academic performance;
physical activity

1. Introduction

According to the a World Health Organization report [1], 80% of the world’s population does not
engage in any type of physical-sport activity (PA) regularly, despite the multiple psychological, physical
and emotional benefits these activities provide. Such data are alarming considering sendentary lifestyles
constitute a major risk factor for developing chronic illnesses, obesity, depression and anxiety [2]. In the
case of Spain, the percentage of the population engaging in PA is around 41%, which is far removed
from the approximate rate of 62% registered by northern European countries [3]. In addition, further
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WHO data [1] reveal that in Spain the prevalence of obesity increased from 3% to 12% among boys
and from 2% to 8% among girls in the last ten years. Moreover, this source indicates that the highest
rate of abandonment of PA occurs between the ages of 15 and 18, as this group’s interest changes to
other leisure activities as they mature [4]. It is precisely for this reason that Physical Education (PE)
classes represent the best “tool” for effectively consolidating active habits among young people that
will endure throughout their lives. Indeed, according to the Organic Law for the Improvement of
Educational Quality (LOMCE, in Spanish), one of PE’s main objectives is to teach healthy habits in
relation to both food and responsible PA [5].

1.1. Emotional Intelligence

In recent years, Emotional Intelligence (EI) has become the focus of interest for numerous
researchers. IE is understood as the ability to facilitate the recognition and regulation of emotions and
the generation of adaptive behaviors [6]. The main theories on EI are based on the trait model [7]
and the ability model [8], which share several common elements such as the fact that emotions are
considered predictors of positive adaptive behaviors [6].Trait theory considers EI to be a construct that
is linked to a set of stable traits related to personality, socio-emotional skills, motivational aspects and
various cognitive abilities that are essential for facing demands and pressures [9]. The ability model
views EI as another type of intelligence based on the adaptive use of emotions and their application to
our thinking, allowing the individual to adapt to their surroundings and resolve problems.

According to BarOn [10], the emotional intelligence of an individual evolves in parallel with age,
due to the influence of a set of social, psychological, affective and personal factors that influence a
person’s capacity to adapt effectively to possible vicissitudes at the behest of the environment. For this
reason, various studies in the field of education and developmental, EI has been positively linked
to better psychological well-being of secondary students [11], emotional well-being [6], academic
performance, social relationships [12], self-efficiency and empathy [13]. In contrast, EI has been
negatively associated with stress [11], depression [14] and negative emotions [9].

1.2. Emotions

Emotions describe and explain the phenomena produced through a multidimensional process
responsible for analyzing and interpreting specific situations, expression of emotion, preparation for
action and, finally, the physiological and cognitive changes derived from the overall process [15].
Emotions have a social adaptation and personal adjustment function [16]. The emotional response
of the individual is subordinated to three dimensions that organize all emotional states [17]: valence
(the pleasant or unpleasant nature of an emotion that drives a person to avoid or approach the stimulus
of origin), arousal (the strength of the emotional response, related to the intensity of the stimulus or
internal motivation), and power (ranges from the extreme of dominance of a situation to submission).

According to various studies in the educational field, positive emotions have been significantly
linked to academic ability and well-being [18], intrinsic motivation [19], participation [20] and
memory [21]. Negative emotions have been positively linked to poor academic performance and
dropout [22], levels of stress and depression [23]. As for the level of arousal, studies focused on anxiety
have observed that this emotion plays a protector role [24]. Adequate levels of anxiety have been
significantly linked to the academic performance and motivation of students [24], while both high and
low levels of anxiety displayed negative relationships.

1.3. Resilience

PE classes are characterized by continuous exposure to a series of adverse and potentially stressful
circumstances that each student must face to a certain degree at some point (e.g., complicated motor
skill actions, physical contact with classmates and injuries). It is precisely these adverse situations
that tend to be characterized in terms of “acute” and “chronic” adversities that are seen as “major
aggressions” to developmental processes [25]. However, over time, the individual will readjust and
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regain balance, thus raising his or her level of resilience or homeostasis [25]. In this way, resilience
has been defined as the process, capacity, or outcome of successful adaptation despite challenging
or threatening circumstances [26]. In an academic context, resilience is understood as the student’s
ability to successfully overcome possible environmental adversities caused by early traits, conditions,
and experiences [27]. To this end, it is essential that students maintain a high level of intrinsic
motivation and performance despite the presence of stressful events and conditions that result in poor
performance in school and ultimately in dropping out of school [26].

On the other hand, Fletcher & Sakar [28] conceptualized the notion of resilience, defining it as
the possession and presence of factors of vulnerability and protection, both inside and outside the
individual, that influence positive adaptation to risk. These protective aspects of resilience have been
examined in numerous studies which attempt to identify the qualities of resilient individuals in the
fields of healthcare [29], the military [30], the workplace [31], and sports [32]. However, there are few
works in the field of education (e.g., Salavera, Usán & Jarie, [33]), and those that exist primarily focus
on aspects that are external to students and not on what transpires during classes.

1.4. Self-Determination Theory

This theory attempts to explain the influence of personal and social surroundings on human
behavior, highlighting three different types of motivation: amotivation (complete lack of interest in
engaging in an activity), controlled motivation (lack of commitment and active participation with the
absence of external stimulus) and self-motivation (when individuals persist and adhere to a series of
behaviors without the need for external stimuli, linked to a sense of their own choice and action) [34].

Types of self-motivation include intrinsic motivation (participation in an activity for the inherent
satisfaction and enjoyment), integrated regulation (participation is related to the “inner self”) and
identified regulation (behavior is motivated by internal goals). Non-autonomous forms of motivation
include introjected regulation (participation in activities to avoid feelings of guilt or shame) and
external (linked to social recognition and/or to obtaining some reward). Demotivation refers to the lack
of initiative to participate in an activity due to a lack of apparent, internal or external incentive.

Self-Determination Theory (SDT) has been applied in numerous contexts (e.g., the workplace,
physical activity, education, counseling), and studies have observed the notable influence of
self-motivation on the adoption of adaptive behaviors [35], psychological well-being [36], social
development [37], and self-esteem [38].

1.5. Justification

Until now, scientific literature has mainly focused on the motivational processes of students and
their influence on decision-making, without taking into consideration the influence that emotions
and resilience may have [39]. Therefore, the present study seeks to analyze, within the context
of PE, the influence of emotional intelligence on the emotional state of adolescents during classes.
The subject of PE is selected as it could especially contribute towards the development of social
and emotional intelligence because it is an ideal context for conveying feelings and emotions that
humanize personal contact through physical activity [40]. Additionally, this work aims to determine
how emotions influence the resilience of these students, given that during PE classes they may
experience a variety of emotions depending on their preferences and needs, their relationships with
classmates, their experiences with the exercises themselves, the influence of the teacher and other
factors, both personal and social, which may generate an adaptive or disadaptive behavioral response.
In this line, a study conducted by Greco, Morelato and Ison [41] with nursery school students using
a preliminary evaluation revealed that the positive emotional response produced during a situation
external to the individual could generate an adaptive behavioral response in the future when the given
surroundings so demand.

Finally, the present study also seeks to analyze how resilience could influence the motivation of
students towards PE classes, and how the latter may influence academic performance and the intention
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to be physically active in the future. However, resilience is not a factor that has been studied in depth in
the field of PE classes [42], despite being considered an internal attribute that contributes to individuals’
adaptive capacities against any possible difficulties they may encounter, resulting in positive adaptive
behaviors (e.g., in sport [28]). According to SDT, these inner powers are closely linked to the internal
motivation within subjects responsible for awakening energizing, directing and maintaining behavior
and effort towards adaptive behaviors, which could also result in improved academic performance and
the adoption of healthy habits [42]. In this sense, this result agrees with the postulates established by
SDT, in which a study by Hagger and Chatzisarantis [43] established that intrinsic motivation towards
PE classes positively predicted the practice of physical activity. Both contexts are closely related since,
among the goals of PE classes, are the acquisition of active habits outside of the school setting [44,45].

1.6. Objective and Hypothesis

The objective of the study was to analyze in the context of Physical Education (see Figure 1) the
influence of emotional intelligence on emotional state, self-motivation and resilience among secondary
school students, as well as on their academic performance and intention to adopt active habits of
physical activity outside of school. The hypotheses formulated were: (1) Emotional intelligence will
positively predict positive emotions and negatively predict negative emotions; (2) positive emotions
will positively predict resilience and motivation; (3) negative emotions will negatively predict resilience
and motivation; (4) resilience will positively predict motivation; and (5) motivation will positively
predict both the intention to be physically active and academic performance.
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2. Method

2.1. Participants

A total of 615 secondary school students participated in the study (318 boys and 297 girls).
These participants were between the ages of 14 and 19 (M = 16.02; DT = 1.57) and belonged to various
schools in a province of Spain. The students attended two PE classes, each with a duration of one hour.
The classes were conducted with respect to the equality of both students’ rights and duties.

2.2. Instruments

Emotional Intelligence: The instrument utilized was the Spanish version of the Emotional
Intelligence Scale in PE by Cecchini et al. [6], taken from the version by Arruza et al. [46].
This questionnaire features 22 items distributed among three factors which measure the capacity to
recognize one’s own emotions (e.g., It is easier for me to recognize my emotions during activities),
regulation and emotional control (e.g., when I face a game and/or competition, I control my emotions)
and emotional empathy (e.g., I easily understand how my teammates or rivals feel in games and
competitions). The responses to the different items were based on a Likert scale from 1 (totally disagree)
to 7 (totally agree).

Emotions: The tool used was the Questionnaire on Emotional State in PE (QESP) developed by
Trigueros, Aguilar-Parra, Cangas, Gallego and López-Liria [47]. The questionnaire features 34 items
distributed among eight factors, four of which relate to positive emotions (e.g., I usually find the
exercises to be interesting) and the other four to negative emotions (e.g., I feel frustrated and useless).
The students responded based on a Likert scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree).

The fit indices displayed by the scale were adequate [47]: χ2/df = 2.04, p = 0.001; Comparative
Fit Index (CFI) = 0.94; Taylor Lewis Index (TLI) = 0.94; Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
(RMSEA) = 0.048; Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) = 0.048. The correlation between
the factors ranged between −0.35 and 0.84, all of which were statistically significant. The correlation
was positive between factors with the same valence, and negative between those with a different
valence. The Cronbach’s alpha values for the factors were greater than 0.70.

Resilience: This aspect was measured using the Scale on Resilience in PE classes by Trigueros,
Navarro, Aguilar-Parra, Ferrándiz, and Bermejo [48]. This questionnaire displays the heading
“Considering your experiences during PE classes, indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with
the following statements”. The scale features 25 items distributed between two factors that measure
personal competence (e.g., when I want to overcome a challenge, I continue to do so) and acceptance of
one’s self and the context (e.g., rarely do I think I will fail to achieve my goals). The students responded
based on a Likert scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree).

Motivation: The instrument used was the Spanish version of the Perceived Locus of Causality
Revised (PLOC-R) by Vlachopoulos et al. [49], validated and adapted to a PE context in Spain by
Trigueros et al. [5]. The scale features 23 items grouped among six factors that measure intrinsic
motivation (e.g., because PE is fun), integrated regulation (e.g., because it is according to my way
of life), identified regulation (e.g., because it is important to me to try in PE), introjected regulation
(e.g., because it would bother me if I did not), external regulation (e.g., because that is the rule) and
amotivation (e.g., but I really do not know why). The students responded utilizing a Likert scale
ranging from 1 (not true at all) to 7 (totally true).

The self-determination index (SDI; [50]) was utilized. The SDI was calculated based on the
following formula: 3 × intrinsic motivation, 2 × integrated regulation, 1 × identified regulation, −1 ×
introjected regulation, −2 × external regulation and −3 × demotivation. This index has been proven to
be valid and reliable in several works, in which it was utilized to obtain a value that made it possible
to quantify the level of self-determination.

Intention to be physically active: The tool used was the Spanish version of the Intention to Be
Physically Active by Hein, Müür, and Koka [51], validated and adapted to the PE context in Spain by
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Moreno, Moreno, and Cervelló [52]. This scale is comprised of five items (e.g., Outside PE lessons
I like to do sport) which measure intention. Students responded to a Likert scale whose responses
ranged from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree).

Academic performance. This aspect was measured by taking the grades obtained by students
during the first term of PE class. The grades were distributed in the following way: 0 (fail) 1 (pass),
2 (good), 3 (great), and 4 (outstanding).

2.3. Procedure

Initially, as the students were under age, a written authorization was requested from both the
school and the parents of the participants. Beforehand, teachers were informed that the questionnaires
would be administered before the beginning of PE classes. Subsequently, students were told that they
would be participating in a research investigation on motivation and emotions towards PE classes.
The questionnaires were answered anonymously. This study was carried out in accordance with the
recommendations of the American Psychological Association. The entire experiment was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethics approval was obtained from the Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Almeria, Spain (Ref. UALBIO 2019/014).

2.4. Data Analysis

The present study carried out descriptive statistical analyses, bivariate correlations and reliability
analyses using the statistics program SPSS v25 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). In addition, a structural
equations model was analyzed (SEM) using statistics the program AMOS v20 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

In order to analyze the hypothesized model (Figure 1) the method utilized was the maximum
likelihood estimation, in conjunction with a bootstrapping procedure. The estimators were not affected
and were therefore considered robust. Aiming to accept or reject the tested model, a set of fit indices
were taken into consideration [53]: χ2/gl, CFI (Comparative Fit Index), IFI (Incremental Fit Index),
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) plus its Confidence Interval (IC) at 90%, and SRMR
(Standardized Root Mean Square Residual). Given that the χ2/gl values were below 3, the values for the
incremental indices (CFI, IFI) were close to or greater than 0.95 and the RMSEA and the SRMR values
were lower than or close to 0.06 and 0.08, it was considered that the data displayed good fit to the
model [48]. However, Marsh, Hau, and Wen [54] stated that these cut-off values should be interpreted
with caution as they may prove too restrictive and difficult to obtain when complex models are tested.

3. Results

3.1. Preliminary Analysis

Table 1 displays the mean and standard deviation, bivariate correlations, and reliability
analysis using Cronbach’s α of emotional intelligence, positive and negative emotions, resilience,
self-determination index, intention to be physically active and academic performance.

The results of the correlation analyses, the results revealed a positive association between EI and
positive emotions, self-determined motivation, resilience, academic performance and intention to be
physically active. Positive emotions demonstrated a negative association with regard to negative
emotions, but the association with the rest of the variables was positive. Negative emotions showed
a negative association with all the variables in the study. Resilience revealed a positive correlation
with self-determined motivation, academic performance, and intention to be physically active. Finally,
self-determined motivation reflected a positive association with academic performance and the
intention to be physically active, in which the correlation between the latter two was positive.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations between all the variables.

Factors M SD AVE α 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.Emotional intelligence 3.10 0.84 0.67 0.76 - 0.73 *** −0.66 *** 0.28 *** 0.70 *** 0.24 *** 0.60 ***
2. Positive emotions 4.94 1.51 0.80 0.92 - −0.79 *** 0.35 *** 0.79 *** 0.27 *** 0.72 ***
3. Negative emotions 2.55 1.49 0.69 0.93 - −0.29 * −0.74 *** −0.13 *** −0.55 ***
4. Resilience 3.27 0.72 0.84 0.82 - 0.36 *** 0.18 *** 0.33 ***
5. SDI 11.56 16.02 - - - 0.28 *** 0.82 ***
6. IPA 3.11 0.66 0.72 0.95 - 0.35 ***
7.Academic performance 1.94 1.32 - - -

Note: AVE = Average Variance Extract; M = Mean; SD = Standard Deviations; SDI = Self-Determination Index;
IPA = Intention to be Physically Active; *** p < 0.001; * p < 0.05; N = 615.

3.2. Structural Equation Model

Prior to testing the hypothesized model using an SEM and analyzing the relationships existing
between the variables belonging to the model, the number of latent variables was reduced, whereby
each one had at least two indicators [55]. The hypothesized model for the predictive relationships
(Figure 1) showed that the fit indices were adequate: χ2 (80, N = 615) = 259.44, χ2/gl = 3.24, p < 0.001,
IFI = 0.95, CFI = 0.95, RMSEA = 0.062. (IC 90% = 0.057−0.069), SRMR = 0.057. The results fitted the
established parameters, meaning that the proposed model was accepted as suitable. Similarly, the
contribution of each one of the factors to the prediction of the other variables was examined by means
of standard regression weights.

4. Discussion

This study analyzed, in the context of Physical Education, the influence of emotions (emotional
intelligence and emotional state) on motivation and the resilience of secondary school students, as well
as on their academic performance and intention to adopt physical activity habits outside of school.

The findings reveal that emotional intelligence is positively related to positive emotions and
negatively to negative emotions, precisely as cited in previous university studies in the field of
academia. Such studies confirmed the negative effect of emotional intelligence in relation to emotions
like anxiety [14,56] and its positive effect on emotions like happiness [33]. However, there is hardly
any evidence from investigations that have analyzed the influence of emotional intelligence or the
emotional state experienced by students themselves during PE classes, despite the importance of this
subject in terms of conveying and experiencing multiple emotions [57]. In this sense, the results of the
present study underscore the key role of emotional intelligence in terms of regulating and repairing
emotions and being emotionally efficient, which leads to greater emotional satisfaction and produces
a stronger sense of emotional well-being and a healthier mentality. In turn, these benefits afford
individuals the chance to be better adjusted, both psychologically and in terms of character [22].

The results also demonstrated that positive emotions positively predicted self-motivation
towards physical education classes and resilience. However, negative emotions negatively predicted
self-motivation and resilience. The latter was not statistically significant, except with the Pearson
correlation analysis. It is difficult to compare these results with those of other studies as research on
emotions in education is still in a state of relative fragmentation [9]. For example, a study carried out
by Mega et al. [19] demonstrated that the influence of positive emotions among students improves
their confidence in their own abilities, increases their intrinsic motivation towards learning, and their
intention to perform certain actions. Furthermore, positive emotions had a higher explanation rate
than negative emotions in relation to motivation. These results highlighted and demonstrated the
relevance of positive emotions in relation to student involvement and indeed towards motivation,
which underscores the premise established by Pekrun, Lichtenfeld, Marsh, Murayama, and Goetz [19]
that positive emotions should be worked on and strengthened in academic surroundings for the
purpose of favoring students’ motivation and learning. Additionally, a study conducted by Tugade
et al. [23] revealed how a positive emotional state positively influenced an individual’s resilience by
acting as a protective factor, as a positive emotional state tends to improve the coping process when
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dealing with stressful moments by diminishing the influence of external factors that attempt to distract
the student [28].

The results of the present study show that resilience positively predicts self-motivation. However,
studies on resilience in the field of PE classes are rather scarce and almost nonexistent. Despite this
situation, in the university context, Magnano, Craparo, and Paolillo [58] analyzed the influence of
resilience on self-motivation and found that students who were psychologically strong (resilient)
utilized internal coping strategies which led them to acutely perceive, access, and regulate their
behaviors in order to achieve their objectives (self-motivation).

Finally, the present study shows how self-motivation acts as a predictor of both academic
performance and regular participation in physical activity. These results are in accordance with
various studies [59,60] in which high levels of self-motivation possessed by certain students have a
positive influence on the adoption of healthy lifestyle habits, such as regular participation in physical
activity outside of school [61]. Similarly, several studies have demonstrated that those students who
possess high levels of self-motivation display greater involvement in classes and make better decisions,
resulting in high academic performance [62].

The present research has confirmed that academic performance has a higher percentage of
explained variance (R2) than physical activity habits, which indicates that PE students display a greater
tendency towards obtaining good grades than interest in developing active lifestyle habits. In this
sense, this result could be explained by the fact that P.E. students show more interest in the factors
present that affect them now (grades in a class) rather than in the foreseeable future (intentions to lead
an active lifestyle later) [63]. Consequently, secondary school students concentrate their efforts and
attention on obtaining good grades, to the detriment of unrelated attitudes, content and values that are
beneficial to active lifestyle habits.

Despite the benefits described in the model, there are several limitations to the study, which must
be highlighted in order to generalize the results. Firstly, the present work relies primarily on self-report
measures. In addition, it presents an assessment of students’ grades in a single course. Secondly,
the fact that this is a relational study does not allow us to extrapolate cause-effect relationships cannot
be extrapolated and the results obtained could be interpreted in a variety of different ways, depending
on the perspective of the individual. Thirdly, the relationship established between negative emotions
and resilience through the SEM was not significant, implying that future research should analyze this
relationship more in depth using similar and/or different populations. However, the model seems
to show good robustness. Future research should perform an ethnographic study with the goal of
delving deeper into and understanding the psychological aspects of students. Furthermore, future
lines of research could focus on how teachers, friends and family may influence the development of
students’ emotional intelligence, motivation and resilience and to what extent said influence remains
stable over time. In addition, it would also be useful to determine the influence of motivation on the
resilience, given the variability of how adolescent are perceived as they grow up and progressively
make their own decisions independently. Therefore, PE teachers should design educational programs
that focus on the development of effective relationships, recognition of negative and positive emotions,
and interpersonal communication, not only on developing physical sports skills, knowledge, techniques,
and strategies [64].

5. Conclusions

These results suggest that emotional intelligence exerts a positive influence on positive emotions,
and a negative influence on negative emotions. Furthermore, positive emotions exert a positive
influence on resilience and self-motivation. In contrast, negative emotions exert a negative influence
on self-motivation and resilience, although the latter is not statistically significant. Finally, resilience
exerts a positive influence on self-motivation, and motivation has a positive influence on academic
performance and the adoption of physical activity habits. This study successfully shows the importance
of focusing on emotions from PE classes. In this sense, giving a greater presence to emotions in
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the classroom is one of the important future tasks within the current educational system, as it has
traditionally prioritized cognitive development over affective and emotional development.

This prioritization has led to enormous costs of emotional illiteracy centred on the recognition
and management of students’ emotions. This emotional illiteracy has had a negative impact
on motivation [57], coping, academic performance, and the adoption of positive adaptive
behaviors [37,56,57].
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